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With the common-core transition in full swing, we are in the midst of a raclical shift in how we
think about our K-12 standards, curriculum, and instructional strategies. Districts are spending
most of their professional-development time and resources helping teachers and instructional
leaders with these profound changes. There is one overlooked aspect of teacher practice,
however, that is generally neglected in our common-core professional development: grading.
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A surprisingly powerful lever for teachers to critically re-examine and improve every single aspect
of their practice, grading may seem ancillary to our reform work-more a technical issue of
tallying points than a substantive one-·but teachers' grading systems are woven into the very
fabric of their day-to-day work. Neglecting this element of instruction constrains our reform
within an evaluation and reporting system that many educators readily admit is flawed.
When I started teaching high school 20 years ago, I received no preservice guidance about end
of-term grading. And so, like my colleagues, I developed grading algorithms that verged on
precalculus functions. I felt that everything my students did-or didn't do-in my class was
important. I tried to measure every element of student performance in a grade, assigning
different percentage weights to categories-tests, homework, participation, attendance, and extra
credit (to name just a few). I gave zeros for absent work, took off points when it was late or the
student misbehaved, and used every other grading practice that is common in high schools. My
grade would describe everything about that student, I thought-except that it described nothing.
When a single grade represents a composite of disparate elements of performance, it becomes
nearly impossible to convey or understand what it represents in total. For example, what is
described by the "B" on the report card? That a student mastered the standards, but came late
every day? That the student understood half the standards, but persevered to complete every
assignment and extra--credit offering? That the student aced major assessments, but was often
disrespectful? No wonder so many students (and their parents) look at their progress reports and
grades with a sense of inevitability and resignation.
There are other problems with our current system of grading. There is ample evidence that
teachers have different interpretati1ons of similar behaviors, all too often based on the racial,
gender, or socioeconomic identity of the student. Categories such as "participation" and "effort"
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